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In this collection of essays, John Thorne sets out to explore the origins of his identity as a cook,
going "here" (the Maine coast, where he'd summered as a child and returned as an adult for a
decade's sojourn), "there" (southern Louisiana, where he was captivated by Creole and Cajun
cooking), and "everywhere" (where he provides a sympathetic reading of such national culinary
icons as the hamburger, white bread, and American cheese, and sits down to a big bowl of
Texas red). These intelligent, searching essays are a passionate meditation on food, character,
and place.

There are a number of books that explore New England, Louisiana, and Texas, but none of them
delve so delectably into green-pea pie, Boston brown bread, dirty rice, and crawfish etoufee.
John Thorne has the touch for seeking out a region's essence in its culinary expressions, which
is to say he cares about places and the good grub they're known for. It's a pleasure to read the
rich history of his favorite dishes and to salivate over Thorne's thorough research. --This text
refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Review“[Thorne's] richest book yet; one in which
simple disparate thoughts begin to coalesce into a genuine philosophy of food.” ―Ruth Reichl,
Saveur“Here's a rare treat, a book in which the recipes are only a means to an end or stepping
stones in cultural detective stories . . . [Thorne's] folkloric approach to food nourishes the brain
as well as the body.” ―William Rice, Chicago Tribune“The Thornes love their subject, but
critically, knowledgeably and with a sense of humor that makes the narrative flow as if velvetized
by mayo.” ―Sheila Himmel, The Washington Post Book World--This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorJohn Thorne and Matt Lewis Thorne live in Northampton,
MA. They have published the food letter Simple Cooking for 20 years.--This text refers to an
alternate kindle_edition edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.Serious
PigHEREThe cottage--for that, despite its lack of quaintness, is what it is--lies tucked into the
side of a hill, just below the road into town and above a small cove, where the water glistens
through a stand of trees. The walls have been insulated, a modern bathroom has been installed,
as has electric heat to help out the woodstove when winter pulls its worst. Still, without a doubt, it
is a summer place.You know this immediately. It has the air of vulnerability always present in the
sort of Maine house that is too airy, too full of light to have been built for living in all year round.
There are other hints, too, especially in the motley mix of splurge and meanness that is the one
feature common to almost any summer house: the neatly painted wood floors and the real pine
paneling on the one hand; on the other, salvaged from older houses, the conspicuously
mismatched doors and window frames.These have their charm. Not so the kitchen, which sits in
an addition tacked onto the back of the house by a later owner when the cottage was remade
into a year-round rental property. This room has its amenities--lots of space, good light, plenty of



counters, a decent sink. Against these must be weighed walls covered by fiberboard embossed
in fake pine, a dropped ceiling of greasy Styrofoam, cabinets crudely hammered out of cheap
plywood and shellacked to a repellent gloss.The floor is covered with a casually laid roll of
linoleum that has begun to split in long, curling cracks where the addition meets the house, for
that part of the room rises when the ground freezes and comes down when it thaws. The
refrigerator, turned as low as the knob will go, still ices up lettuce in the vegetable bin. Two of the
burners on theelectric range will barely work--the other two, as with most electric ranges, work
only too well.Worst of all, this is a real Maine kitchen. The slapdash standards of construction
actually reinforce its just-us-folks sense of coziness that is the vernacular Maine counterbalance
to winter ... and to cold. That was what flashed into my mind the moment I first stepped inside. I
hardly noticed the fake paneling, the torn linoleum, the crummy ceiling. Instead, I had a sudden
vision of the previous occupant--an Israeli boat designer, as it happened--pulling open the
battered aluminum storm door (a plywood square already replaced the lower wind-shattered
pane of glass) on a bitter January night, stamping his feet and blowing on his fingers as he
tugged it shut against the ice-edged darkness pushing in behind. A shiver ran up my spine.I had
come back to Maine to live in a summer cottage, because for me a Maine summer cottage was
home. I had chosen Castine because it was almost an island, on the tip of a peninsula, out of the
relentless up-and-down traffic of the highways that now sunder most Maine seacoast towns. At
once patrician, historic, and picturesque, it was hardly free of summer folk--they came in droves.
The difference was that most of them arrived by yacht. There were no motels on the outskirts of
Castine, no fast-food places at its center. As full of traffic as it might be on a summer Sunday,
you could walk the streets at nightfall from one dim streetlight to the next in total quiet, smelling
the green sweat of the trees and watching the night float through the shoals of
stars.Sentimental? Well, right then I wanted to roll in sentimental. The first night I slept there I
awoke at some early hour and heard an owl softly hooting as it flew by outside. The next morning
I found roses blossoming in hedges all over town and wild swamp iris blooming in roadside
gutters. I remember how purely happy I was those first few weeks, how often I kept thinking, Why
have I waited so long? I had first thought about what coming home might mean ten years before,
when I moved into the upstairs apartment in my grandparents' house. I had come to keep an eye
on my grandfather--my grandmother had died and he himself was failing--but it gave me the
opportunity to return to the very place my mother brought me back to after I was born, to wait for
my father to come back from the Second World War.Instead, as it turned out, he made the army
his career, and we went to him. I was four when my mother, my new baby brother, and I took the
train to Texas. From there we went on to many other houses in manyother places. Some of these
I remember better than others, but not one of them gave me a lasting sense of
home.Consequently, just as children forced to grow up with strangers learn to read adults with
preternatural care, so have I come to read houses. Childhood memories, when summoned,
arrive in the form of snapshots, a catalogue of unconnected favorite parts: the sharp twist of a
staircase, the glint of a bath knob, the bright compactness of a butler's pantry, the dim,



moonface glow of a radio dial on a bedside table.There were two exceptions. One was my
grandparents' house: a two-storied, dark-green shingled monster with a wide front porch, a
basement made of granite blocks, an enormous, empty attic, and a second floor that my
grandparents had turned into two one-bedroom apartments, which, when family wasn't staying
in one or the other, they rented out.Thirty years later, the one my mother and I had lived in
together was nearly unchanged, right down to the electrical fixtures. The walls were papered
with the same bland flowery chintz; the woodwork was stained the same dark oak; the same
double sink--the deep side for hand washing clothes--waited in the kitchen ... as did the same
secondhand Magic Chef stove that my mother, pregnant with me, had helped my grandfather
carry up the stairs.I had left when I was four, but flashes of memory came back to me as I settled
in at thirty-five. Looking out the same bedroom window at the soft summer evening light on the
roofs across the street, I become again the restless three-year-old who was sent to bed with the
day still bright outside.Even so, I remain astonished at the smallness of the place; it had been so
large before. This sense of seeing everything through a reversed telescope never entirely went
away, and sometimes I would lie down on the floor, just to make it fall back in place.If I had a
home at all, I thought, this was it. Instead, I had only returned for one last visit. It was my
grandparents' house, not mine--as I would discover during the year of caretaking after my
grandfather died, which he did just four years after I moved in. Soon after the estate was settled
and the house sold, I came to Maine.As some readers will already know, since, without my
intending (or, until now, even noticing) this, it is the subject of the first chapter of each one of my
three books--my grandparents had also owned a house there, a summer cottage, built at the
edge of a cliff on an island in Casco Bay. When I was growing up, more summers than not, my
father drove us--my mother, two brothers, a sister, and me--from wherever in the country we then
lived to spend the summer there.It was the one place in the world that I loved purely--by which I
mean that it seemed to me so perfect that I craved it in all its parts. It haunts my memory the way
certain childhood books do--the ones from which any random phrase can summon from deep
memory a luminous wash that combines the sound of the parent's reading voice with the sight,
feel, even smell of the actual page. This cottage is the place, were that possible, I would want to
claim as home.Except I can't. It's gone. When my grandfather died it went to an uncle, who
renovated it out of recognition ... or, rather, into something very much like the cottage I was now
renting in Castine. Although even to write this fills me with bitter sadness, I don't blame my uncle
(in any case, he is now also dead). He loved the cottage; his way of expressing that love was to
fix it up. He rewired it, insulated it, installed a real bathroom, walled in the screened porch ... and,
somewhere along the line, he killed it. The last time I was there, it felt, it looked, like any other
house. A summer cottage, by definition, is only marginally a house and can never be a home; it
is too long left empty for that. A proper home is drenched with the presence of the people who
live in it even when they are away; enter it then and you feel an intruder, a violator of a private
world. Go into a summer place left vacant for the winter and it leaps to welcome you with the
impartial affection of a homeless dog. Pet me, it says, feed me; I'm yours.Even the best-kempt



summer house has this hunger for affection, this hint of bone against the skin. A true summer
cottage must be left empty three seasons of the year if it is to remain permeable to the one
season we want to let inside. In summer, in cottage as in clothing, the thinner the membrane we
drape around us, the greater the pleasure in inhabiting it. We want the lawn to roll right up to the
front door stoop, the fresh air to pour in through wide-open windows, the rain to be just that close
as it slides past us off the roof.A home radiates a comforting certainty not only because of its
solidity but because it is defined by a series of near-inalterable rules, which, in a summer house,
are in constant violation. My mother also called the place "the camp," which gets it right. We
went there to camp out, no matter the walls, roof, doors, and windows. Not only did outside and
inside get pleasantly confused, so did public and private, adult and child--all familiar orderings
rendered magically contingent. Each and every summer day, it seems--especially to a child--the
world has the chance of being made over fresh and new.In our cottage we went to bed, not to a
bedroom, but out on the front porch, to crawl under thick quilts and listen to the waves rustle, to
the wind toss through the trees. On stormy nights, we climbed up the narrow stair ladder by the
fireplace to the attic and ... --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From The
Washington Post". . . critically, knowledgeably and with a sense of humor that makes the
narrative flow as if velvetized by mayo." --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition
edition.From Publishers WeeklyWith an appetite for accuracy to match his appreciation of food
at its purest (an issue of form as well as content), John Thorne (Outlaw Cook) tracks down the
origins of dishes that have captured his heart and imagination along with his palate. He is aided
here by his wife, who with him edits the quarterly newsletter Simple Cooking, in which the
majority of these essays were originally published. The Thornes travel mainly in three regional
food-ways: New England's pioneer and Atlantic coast cooking, with a focus on Maine, where
they have lived since the mid-1980s (in a section titled "Here"); Louisiana's Cajun tradition (in the
section "There"); and Texas's cowboy heritage of chili, barbecue and cornbread (in
"Everywhere," which includes brief looks at hamburgers, white bread and other all-American
inventions). Besides recipes (e.g., Green Pea Pie and a variety of chowders in "Here"), the
authors deliver thoughtful, informed and opinionated disquisitions on their subject, whether that
is jambalaya, chili (16 recipes chart its development, the first from an 1880 cookbook) or a global
history of dishes composed of recipes based on rice and beans. If these essays were recipes,
they'd yield a rich and utterly unbalanced table of dishes likely to start readers thinking seriously
about their own gustatory identities. The bibliography is better than dessert.Copyright 1996
Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From
Library JournalSweeping from the coast of Maine to New Orleans, this book blends food history
and lore with personal reflections on the role certain dishes have played both in a geographical
region and in one cook's life. Thorne, the author of Outlaw Cook (LJ 11/15/92) and publisher of a
newsletter on food, delves into topics as varied as the origin of cornbread in American culture
and the nuances of Cajun and Creole cooking. Recipes from blueberry pudding to crab rolls
spice up the text, and the author also includes some of his favorite mail-order sources for



specialty ingredients such as cornmeal. Some readers may recognize portions of Serious Pig,
which have appeared, in slightly different form, as magazine articles. Rather than being just a
collection of recipes, this is a book that not only informs and entertains readers but leaves them
hungry as well. Highly recommended, especially where the author's other books are popular or
where there is patron demand for fine writing about food.?John Charles, Scottsdale P.L.,
Ariz.Copyright 1996 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.From BooklistFood lit fans can't get enough of John Thorne, the author of
the near cult classic Outlaw Cook (1992). Finally, Thorne returns with another beguiling mix of
autobiography, culinary and regional history, and common sense cookbook. This time Thorne,
along with his coauthor, wife Matt, divides the book into three sections: "Here," concerning the
regional foods of Maine, where the Thornes now live; "There," constituting a tribute to the Cajun
and Creole dishes Thorne has come to love from afar; and "Everywhere," including a stop in
Texas for a taste of barbecue and a bowl or two of chili. Never expect Thorne to serve a recipe la
carte: yes, he'll tell you exactly how to make Cajun roux, but not before explaining why it's made
that way and who makes it ("gumbo contains within itself the entire history of the Cajun
diaspora"). Thorne is the M. F. K. Fisher of the American backwoods. Bill Ott --This text refers to
an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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Father Kitchen, “A milestone book about food. This book is a collection of essays and recipes
from John Thorne's newsletter that focus on American food. At a time when we were discovering
food ways of other nations in a major way, it reminded us of our own authentic food
traditions.Thorne places his many good recipes in their context of origin and, in so doing, gives
them meaning. He also models for us a way of looking at our culinary heritage. I use this book
often, and I highly recommend it.”

norman D. hindley, “serious pig: an american cook in search of his roots. written by john thorne..
that this book has recipes in it is to me an added extra. i read mr. thorn's book when i have my
earthly problems, or when i need bucking up or some common sense suggestions on all kinds of
issues. there's plenty of wisdom in "serious pig" as well. i have a copy by my bedside.john thorne
thinks about things. he has an appropriate story to accompany his assertions. he's not wishy-
washy either. the" ...pig" has plenty of history in it as well. the author has been around and know
things. yeh, he knows about cooking, but there's a lot more to this book than most folks would
guess. he has another cook book called "simple cooking", and as in "...pig" the reader gets
much more than his excellent recipes. i enjoy his reviews of cookbooks old and new. some are
poignant enough to get me looking for them though long out of print. if you like to cook, learn,
laugh and make a new friend then john thorne's books might be your cup of tea.”

Cooker traveler, “Great Book. for those of us who consider ourselves food and culture buffs..this
is a wonderuful book! It is a mix of travel, cookbook and historical backgrounds of regional
foods.”

B. Marold, “An Important Standard for Serious Culinary Writing.. Both currently available books,
`Serious Pig' and `Pot on the Fire', by John Thorne and wife Matt Lewis Thorne, are composed
of essays cut from the same culinary journalistic cloth, the authors' food letter `Simple Cooking'.
These essays as bodies of work do not quite fit any established form of culinary writing. It is
certainly not `The Best Recipe' genre followed by the magazine `Cooks Illustrated' and some
writers, although there is some element of this point of view. It is not culinary history, since it is so
distinctly done from the authors' point of view. There are some essays that taste like memoir or
nostalgia, but these serve more as chapters used to set the scene for text dealing with the food.
It is certainly not food science a la Shirley Corriher or Alton Brown, although Alton Brown does
credit Thorne as one of his biggest influences. In a nutshell, the Thornes simply provide
interesting writing about food.I love intellectual connections, so I was delighted to discover that
one of the wellsprings from which John Thorne draws his inspiration is the writing of Richard
Olney. This ties up a string of influence from Elizabeth David to Olney to Thorne to Alton Brown,
one of the most influential popular voices in culinary journalism. Olney is one of the most
intellectual writers on culinary matters writing in English and available in the United States. And,



it is clear not only in Thorne's `Simple Food' motto but also in his intellectual point of view that he
owes much to Olney.The first thing which changed my reading Thorne from simple pleasure to
respect was his essay on the Italian Panzanella salad, which he describes in great detail and
with great attention to what Italians really mean when they make this salad, a combination of
tomato, stale bread, red onion, mozzarella, cucumber, basil, and salt and pepper. The subtle
intellectual honesty that caught my attention was when Thorne created an adaptation using
fresh bread and remained true to the original nomenclature by calling his invention Panzanetta
salad. Contrast this to Alton Brown's borrowing the same Panzanella term and applying it to a
twist on the BLT sandwich by adding bacon and forgetting the onion and garlic. Not Panzanella
at all, I think. Not much to most people, but to a person schooled in the principle that language
was something to be respected, I was impressed.The second thing that caught my attention was
the tale of how Thorne fell into the vocation of cooking and culinary journalism. Like so many
things, and like myself, it was by accident and necessity. In Thorne's case, it was because he
was a dropout with little money who needed to feed himself with as few dollars as possible. If this
was the prime mover in his career path, a strong influence seems to be his Maine roots. More
than one essay has the feel of Maine's Stephen King writing about food. Popular subjects are his
old residences, Maine crops such as potatoes and blueberries, and Maine cuisine featuring the
lobster and other seafood, and Maine restaurants. One of my favorite series of essays deals with
the origin of chowder. I will never again respect a chowder recipe that does not include some
potato or biscuit as a thickening agent. Maine does not monopolize the story. A long series of
essays covers Cajun and Creole culinary topics from New Orleans. This is where he proposes
the theory that a great cuisine such as the Cajun or Italian cuisine is based on emulating a
memory of greatness. I think there is a germ of truth here, but I believe Paula Wolfert offers a
much fuller picture in her Morocco book.The third and most enduring attraction of Thorne's
writing is that it is simply entertaining stuff. A writer could provide the recipes on these pages
with no explanation or commentary and they would be good recipes, but the writing would be
like the food with the salt and pepper left out. Similarly, the history / memoir / commentary would
not be nearly as interesting without the instructions for preparing the dishes on which the essays
expound. The very best example of a perfect mix of culinary technique with storytelling is the
essay on `Perfect Rice'. It all starts with John Thorne's claiming that he makes a pretty good pot
of rice, followed by a derisive response from Madame Thorne, who had studied the issue at
some length before Sir John touched on the subject early in their joint lives. Thorne proceeds to
relate the story of their mutual investigations into making perfect rice. In the process, we learn
much about the world's rice varieties and why rices behave like it does. After seeing how much
care one can devote to such a simple subject, I mentally demote people like Sara Moulton for
posing as a teacher of culinary matters when they confesses to not being able to properly cook
a pot of rice.Both volumes are available in midpriced trade paperback editions with no pictures.
It is a sure test of the fact that pictures are not necessary in works on cooking in that I never miss
them. A really important addition to books of this type is a list of recipes in addition to the index



and table of contents. Both volumes have this important tool. The most telling endorsement of
these books is that I am sure I will read them again, cover to cover, and enjoy every minute of
it.A rare treat for foodie readers.”

iams1955, “The best writer about food out there... John Thorne is a gifted writer who just
happens to write about cuisine and our American foodways. He is not a celebrity, he is not on
TV, he doesn't write cookbooks. This is not a cookbook. If that is what you want, look elsewhere.
He is not interested in teaching anyone how to cook. He assumes that you already know how to
do that. As in his other books the recipes are concise but are not written in stone. There is more
going on here than just a group of recipes. More reflective. More about the reasons behind why
we eat what we eat. Where it came from, why it evolved the way it did, where it might be
heading..A great book. Really.”

Harry Hawk, “A wonderful look at cooking along the coast of Maine. A serious look at Maine
cooking both past and present. Full of both commentary and recipes. It makes you eager to take
a country drive, stop at a few farm stands and then go home to cook an "classic" and hearty
meal full of fresh produce.Any one who has spent time along the Mid-Coast of Maine (or there
abouts) will enjoy the book even more since part of "story" involves many people and places
from that area  including local farms, fisherman and hang-outs.”

H. Wood, “serious and sensual. Thorne is simply one of the most delightful food writers going,
and he turns his atention to basic and often inexpensive foods without being coy or pretentious
about it. He is the best antidote available to the current line-up of mega-chefs trying to out-
tantrum each other. This is the real thing. It will improve your cooking because it will improve the
way you think about food.”

The book by John Thorne has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 18 people have provided feedback.
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